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Life is challenging... finding a therapist shouldn't be.
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HelpPRO Celebrates 20 Years

Bucking the Trend
Ahead of the Curve

Be Yourself .........

HelpPRO Bucks the Trend With Focus to Help
People Find Best Match Mental Health Services

HelpPRO started as a human
service directory in 1995
accessed by dial‐up modem.
We were innovators, but
people were not comfortable
using computers to get
information. You remember
your rolodex. That was what
people used.

While other Therapist Finders focus on helping therapists market their
practices, HelpPRO's mission, for 20 years now, is to improve public
access to mental health clinicians. Our vision is that every American
can find metal health services to meet their needs.

Those early days of computing
technology are like the old
dial telephone. I still have
one upstairs. My grandson is
fascinated.

HelpPRO serves you, our listed providers, best by remaining true to this
mission and vision. By listing your practice with HelpPRO, if you help
just one person you otherwise would not have, we thank you.

Where will we be in ten
years? Still caring about
people for sure.

HelpPRO's reach on the web and in the community is both broad and
deep. When people say "I found you on the web" it is often HelpPRO
making the connection. In the community HelpPRO partners with
organizations such as the Autism Society, National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline, the National MS Society, and others who use HelpPRO to make
referrals. The list continues to build.

Future therapy will be digital
‐ clients will connect with you
at a moment's notice through
wearable video. Charges will
tabulate electronically by the
minute.

Please help build our community to help more people:

So, relish those hours sitting
face‐to‐face with your
clients. These are the good
old days. But, when did you
last try a dial telephone?

1. Email a colleague a free HelpPRO 3 month premium listing trial.
2. Upgrade to a premium listing. HelpPRO provider experience.
3. Go to HelpPRO.com and click our counter (top right corner) to "like"
HelpPRO on Facebook and/or "follow" HelpPRO on Linkedin.

Warm Regards,
Bill

HelpPRO New Group
Practice Partnership
Are you part of a group practice
that might be interested in
HelpPRO's new Group Practice
Partnership? Please have your
Group Practice be in touch with
us to learn more. In addition to
offering our lowest pricing,
group practices can purchase
listing "slots" for individual
therapists to list under the group
name, thereby building visibility
for the group as well as the
individual therapist.

Click Here
Hospitals tell us they refer
patients being discharged to
therapists who use online
Scheduling Software so that

Did You Know
If you work with Autism, people
with suicidal thoughts, PTSD, or
if you are a social worker then
you are listed in one or more
HelpPRO custom finders below:
HelpPRO Autism Spectrum
Disorder Finder
HelpPRO Suicide Prevention
Therapist Finder
HelpPRO PTSD Counselor Finder
HelpPRO Social Worker Finder
HelpPRO is looking for partners
for an Adoption Therapist
Finder, an Eating Disorder
Therapist Finder, and a Cancer
Therapist Finder as well.

PS. Join us in the future. Sign
up for secure video. It's free
to all HelpPRO providers with
a Premium Listing.
Please email me your comments

HelpPRO Tips
**************
Update your listing (login
email [loginemail]). Most
current listings "float" to the
top of the results page after
best match.
Speak to clients' greatest
dreams and fears in your
Premium listing Personal
Practice Statement.
Build Visibility by writing
a Blog for HelpPRO or posting on

they can schedule the
appointments easily.

Tell US
Your ideas for your next
HelpPRO blog. What about
which clients benefit from
service dogs?

Do You Use Online
Scheduling Software?
Yes
No
I do not know what this is?
Would you use a HelpPRO
HIPAA compliant Online
Scheduling Software option if
we offered it to help get more
referrals?
Yes
No

Success stories helping a client
or getting HelpPRO referral.
We love success!
Ideas to grow HelpPRO to get
word out & help more people.

HelpPRO's Facebook Page.
Learn how Regroup HIPAA
compliant video
therapy helps people & how to
sign up.
Email Lisa or call 800‐652‐0155
for thoughts and ideas regarding
your listing.

Have a Great Summer!

HelpPRO Customer Service Cares
Did you know HelpPRO Customer Service provides free telephone referrals? It's one more way HelpPRO
works behind the scenes to connect you with potential clients. Our trained staff search the HelpPRO
database to find the best matching providers for a caller's specific needs. We also receive referral
requests by email and help people use our therapist searches at HelpPRO.com.
Many people who contact HelpPRO don't have the means or physical ability to travel far to see a
therapist. In those cases HelpPRO helps find providers who make home visits or provide telephone or
video counseling. We receive ongoing requests for home therapy visits through our partnership with the
National MS Society. If you are able to see clients in their homes, please be sure to indicate that in the
Accessibility section of your listing.
Questions? Email Lisa.

